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Objectives: Based on recent studies, verb naming is more impaired than noun naming
in patients with Parkinson Disease (PD). Noun and verb retrieval problems has been well
documented in patients with cortical damage. To explore the possible contribution of cortex
and subcortex areas in word finding test performance, we studied verb and object naming in
patients with cortical and subcortical lesions.
Methods: In this cross-sectional study, object and verb naming were examined in two patient
groups, including patients with PD and patients with cortical stroke. The healthy control group
was also matched on age and education with the patients. The non-parametric tests were
performed to investigate the obtained data.

Keywords:

Results: Both the PD patients and patients with cortical stroke presented a significant
impairment in their capacity to name objects and verbs, compared to the healthy controls
(P<0.05). Both patient groups did not statistically perform differently on these tasks (P>0.05).
There was also a significant difference between verb naming and object naming in both patient
groups (P<0.001).

Naming, Object naming,
Parkinson Disease, Cortical
stroke, Basal Ganglia

Discussion: The similarity between two patient groups and the difference between them and
healthy individuals in language output, can denote the role of both cortical regions and basal
ganglia in the language processing.
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Highlights
● We compared object naming and verb naming between Parkinson Disease (PD) patients, stroke patients, and normal people.
● Verb naming and object naming scores in the stroke patients were lower than those in PD group but this difference
was not statistically significant.
● A significant difference between the normal and PD groups in language processing (noun and verb naming) was seen.

Plain Language Summary
The difference in verb and object naming between two groups of patients (PD patients and stroke patients) and
healthy group can denote the role of both cortical regions and Basal Ganglia (BG) in the language processing.

T

1. Introduction

he role of Basal Ganglia (BG) in language processing has been investigated
and debated since many years ago [1].
Parkinson Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disease caused by decreased dopamine in BG. The main PD motor symptoms, reported
in many studies, are rigidity, bradykinesia, and tremor
[2]. There are also non-motor symptoms including cognitive impairment and dementia [3], pain, sleep disorders, depression [4], executive function deficits [5], and
language deficits [6].
Language impairment in PD includes spontaneous
speech decline [7], sentence comprehension deficits
[8], syntax comprehension impairments [9], and semantic deficits [10]. Many investigations have reported
verb comprehension and verb production deficits in PD
patients [11, 12]. As a case in point, Contelli et al. studied action and object naming in patients with PD. They
concluded that PD participants were significantly impaired in action naming and object naming [13]. Similarly, Fernandino et al. reported that patients with PD
had more difficulties in action verbs processing than
abstract verbs processing [14].
Different brain regions are involved in noun and verb
processing. Specifically, noun deficits are related to lesions in the left anterior temporal region and verb deficits are related to the lesions in the left inferior frontal
region [15]. According to Colman et al., language problems in PD patients are due to the cortico-striato-cortical
circuits’ degeneration [16]. Thus, it is supposed that
verb processing deficit in PD is caused by the prefrontal
network dysfunction [17]. Moreover, there is consider-
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able evidence of the disturbance of retrieving nouns and
verbs after brain damage [18].
The connections between the BG and the cerebral cortex, particularly with the frontal lobe, have been argued
in literature [19, 20]. Cardona et al. proposed a motorlanguage network model in BG, composed of 2 major
frontal and temporal subcomponents in action/verb processing [21]. Likewise, Macoir et al. concluded that the
lower performance of PD patients in verb conjugation
compared to the control group revealed the role of BG
in language processing [22]. Furthermore, Cotelli et al.
assessed memory, executive function, and verbal fluency
in patients with PD. They reported deficiencies in both
action and object naming in PD patients. They concluded that action naming impairment could be indicative of
prefrontal dysfunction [13].
Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al. examined action and object naming in 2 patient groups including PD and Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). They concluded that the AD
participants were outperformed by the PD and control
groups, and PD patients had naming impairment on both
tasks, compared with the controls [23]. The current study
evaluated noun and verb naming in 3 groups; patients
with PD, patients with cortical stroke, and healthy individuals. We aimed to explore the potential differences in
object naming and verb naming in patients with PD and
patients with cortical stroke.

2. Methods
Twenty PD patients and 15 patients with cortical stroke
and 20 healthy control participants, who matched with
age and education level, participated in the present study.
All the subjects were native Persian speakers, righthanded with normal vision (or corrected normal vision)
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and normal hearing. The control participants had no history of neurological and psychiatric disorders.
The patients were recruited from Hazrate-Rasule Akram
Hospital and Rehabilitation Centers in Tehran City, Iran.
The patients with PD had no history of other neurological
and psychiatric disorders. They were evaluated using the
Hoehn and Yahr (H & Y) Scale [24]. They were medicated
with levodopa and underwent medical assessments in the
hospital. All of PD patients were on dopaminergic medication at the time of testing. Their Mean±SD, PD stage
was 2.1±0.5. Their cognitive performance was assessed
using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [25]
to check the adequate cognitive function in participants.
Their Mean±SD MMSE score was 26.9±1.58. Language
abilities were evaluated using the Persian version of the
Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) [26]. Their Mean±SD
WAB score was 88.01±9.89.
The patients diagnosed with depression were excluded
from the study. The minimum education level of patients
was high school diploma. There were no significant differences between the patients with the cortical stroke and
PD patients in the mean years of education (P=0.56).The
patients with cortical stroke were in the chronic stage (2 to
11 years prior to their participation in this study) and were
selected based on the CT scan or MRI reports. Inclusion
criterion was cortical stroke without subcortical white
matter damage. The participants with cortical stroke suffered from stroke to frontotemporoparietal, temporoparietal, frontotemporal, parietooccipital. Their Mean±SD
WAB score was 83.13±20.84. There were no significant
differences in mean WAB scores between the patients
with the cortical stroke and PD patients (P=0.88).
The Mean±SD age of the PD patients and patients with
cortical stroke were 60.9±9.8 and 52.2±10.9 years, respectively. There were statistical differences in the mean
age of the two groups of patients (P=0.01). Two different
tasks were used for evaluating noun and verb naming in
this study. The picture naming subtest of Persian Aphasia Battery [26], containing 50 pictures. The verb naming subtest of Persian Aphasia Battery with 50 pictures.
All participants were assessed in convenient conditions
(with minimum noise and enough light). Their answers
were recorded using a digital voice recorder (KingstonDVR-902) [27].
Statistical analysis
In this cross-sectional study, statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS. The mean and standard deviation
scores for age, duration of illness, MMSE, WAB, and
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naming tasks were calculated for each group. We conducted a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test at P>0.05 to assess
normal distribution of data. Nonparametric tests were performed through Kruskal-Wallis test to compare the naming performance in the three groups. Mann-Whitney U
Test was used to compare the two groups; the correlation
was analyzed by the Spearman’s coefficient. Friedman
test was conducted to compare 2 tasks in each group. The
significance level was set at P<0.05.

3. Results
Thirty-five patients (20 with PD and 15 with chronic
cortical stroke) and 20 normal subjects (control group)
participated in this study. The PD patients consisted of 4
(20%) patients at H&Y stage 1-1.5, 14 (70%) patients at
H&Y stage 2-2.5 and 2 (10%) patients at H&Y stage 3.
The patients with cortical stroke consisted of 6 (35.7 %)
Right Hemisphere Damage (RHD) and 9 (64.3%) Left
Hemisphere Damage (LHD).
Table 1 lists the descriptive statistics of study variables.
Analytical statistics were also calculated. The Spearman’s
coefficient suggested a positive correlation between object naming scores and verb naming scores in the the
patients (ρ=0.83, P=0.001). Similarly, Spearman’s coefficient revealed a positive correlation between object
naming scores and verb naming scores in the PD patients
(ρ=0.53, P=0.01). Moreover, the Kruskal-Wallis test suggested a significant difference between the patients and
controls in the object naming scores (P=0.003) and verb
naming scores (P=0.001).
The Mann-Whitney U Test indicated a significant difference between the patients with the cortical stroke
and controls in object naming scores (P=0.001) and verb
naming scores (P=0.001). Similar results were also obtained for the patients with PD and control group in object naming scores (P=0.001) and verb naming scores
(P=0.001). However, the Mann-Whitney U test showed
no significant differences between the two groups of patients in object naming scores (P>0.05) and verb naming
scores (P>0.05). The Friedman test showed a significant
difference between object naming scores and verb naming scores in the PD patients (df=1, P=0.001), and patient
with cortical stroke (df=1, P=0.001).

4. Discussion
In the current study, we examined object naming and
verb naming in the two groups of PD patients and patients with cortical stroke. Object and verb retrieval
performances were the same in both patient groups,
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Table 1. The descriptive statistics of variables

Participants

Patients with PD

Patients with
cortical stroke

Control group
(Healthy people)

N

20

15

20

Variables

Mean

SD

Age, y

60.9

9.8

Duration of illness, y

9.2

5.08

Male=17

MMSE ٭score

26.9

1.5

Female=3

WAB ٭٭score

88.01

9.89

Object naming score

48.6

1.6

Verb naming score

41.9

4.1

Age, y

52.2

10.9

Duration of illness, y

4.60

2.9

Male=9

MMSE score

24.80

5.45

Female=6

WAB score

83.13

20.84

Object naming score

46.7

5.2

Verb naming score

39.5

9.9

Age, y

49.6

7.4

MMSE score

28.6

1.2

WAB score

100

0

Object naming score

49.9

0.4

Verb naming score

49.4

0.8

Male=11
Female=9

* Mini-Mental State Examination; ** Western Aphasia Test Battery

and they were outperformed by the healthy controls on
these tasks. Our findings revealed that the mean verb
naming scores and object naming scores in the patient
with cortical stroke were lower than that of PD group.
However, this difference was not statistically significant.
Rodríguez-Ferreiro et al. reported that the performance
of AD group was lower than PD group in action and object naming tasks [23].
A positive correlation between object naming and verb
naming scores in both patient groups manifested that
with increasing the object naming scores, verb naming
scores increase too. A similar impairment was observed
in the patients with cortical stroke and those with neurodegenerative subcortical illness (Parkinson’s disease),
compared with the controls. This is the most important
result of the current study, which can be an evidence for
the role of both cortical and subcortical areas in language
processing. In addition, there was a significant difference between the normal and PD groups in language
processing (noun and verb naming), which highlights
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the role of dopaminergic pathways of BG and cortical
areas in the language processing.
The same result was obtained for the patients with cortical stroke. The mean verb naming score was lower than
the mean object naming score in both patient groups.
Breedin et al. and Marshal et al. suggested that verb retrieval is more difficult than noun retrieval in aphasic patients [28, 29]. Several surveys reported verb production
deficits in PD patients as well [11-14].
According to Cardona et al. both BG and cortical regions are involved in action/verb processing [22]. Herrera et al. investigated verb naming performance in PD
patients and concluded that the motor control area functionally could contribute to semantic processing of verbs
[30]. There were some limitations to our research. First,
because of the time limit, our study was conducted on a
small size of patients. The low frequency of patients with
cortical stroke without subcortical white matter damage
was the second study limitation.
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